A new method for determining affinity constants on isolated organs when a threshold value and spare receptors are present.
It was shown in previous studies that fixed ratio combinations of agonists with competitive antagonists emulate partial agonists and, therefore, mediate submaximal concentration-effect (E/[A]) curves. A linear plot was obtained by plotting the relative height (H) of these submaximal curves against phiH, where phi=[antagonist]/[agonist]. In this study, it was shown that in an agonist-effector system comprising a possible threshold value, the use of fixed ratio agonist-competitive antagonist concentrations (artificial partial agonists) induces E/[A] curves of different heights which allows one to quantify the threshold value. A nonlinear parabolic-like plot may be obtained when a threshold value is present in an agonist-effector system. By quantifying the threshold value, the nonlinear plot was converted to a linear plot from which the apparent affinity (KA) and an efficacy related parameter (eES) of an agonist could be estimated. The practical applicability of the method was shown by applying the method to E/[A] curves obtained for agonists (noradrenaline and acetylcholine) obtained in the presence and absence of increasing concentrations of their respective competitive antagonists on different effectors.